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We prove that the Schrodinger equation with potential V and cubic nonlinearity 
ih$, = - (h2/2m) $,, + V$ - ~1$1* $ has standing wave solutions concentrated near 
each nondegenerate critical point of V if y > 0, V is bounded, and )I is sufficiently 
small. $3 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTR~D~JCTION 
We shall prove in this paper that the Schrodinger equation with poten- 
tial V and cubic nonlinearity 
has standing wave solutions concentrated near each nondegenerate critical 
point of I’ if y > 0, V is bounded, and fi is sufficiently small. In particular, if 
V is a symmetric “double well” potential, then these solutions do not 
exhibit the tunneling and inversion oscillation phenomena inevitably 
associated with the linear Schrodinger equation with such a potential [7]. 
We believe, and hope to prove in the future, that these solutions are 
orbitally stable (see [3] and [ 151) if the critical point in question is a local 
minimum of V. 
It has been known for some time that the nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation without potential admits particle-like solutions in the integrable 
l-dimensional case with cubic nonlinearity (see [ 161 and references 
therein). Our work shows that the existence of such solutions persists, at 
least to a certain extent, when a bounded potential is added. In the future, 
we hope to extend our results to more general potentials, more general 
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nonlinearities, and higher dimensions (see, for example, [ 1 ] or [lo] for the 
case without potential), and we hope to show the existence of traveling 
wave packets which approximately follow classical trajectories. This entire 
program is suggested by the discussion in [ 141 to which we refer to further 
motivation for our work. (We note that some errors in [ 141 were pointed 
out in [9].) The particular method we employ is inspired in part by the 
methods used in [S, 123 and elsewhere to find instanton solutions for 
Yang-Mills equations. 
We shall seek solutions of the form 
$(x, t) = exp( - iEt/fi) V(X) 
where v is real-valued. The function v must then satisfy the nonlinear eigen- 
value equation 
- (h2/2m) v” + Vu - yv3 = Ev (0.1) 
which we will study in the limit as h + 0. For simplicity of notation, we 
shall assume that m and y are equal to unity so that (0.1) is reduced to 
-+h2v”+(V-E)v-v3=0. (0.2) 
We shall also assume that V-E is positive. Since V is bounded below, this 
can be accomplished by a suitable choice of E. (The boundedness above of 
V will simplify some arguments later, but this assumption can be avoided 
at the expense of complicating the proofs.) 
The main result of this paper will be: 
(0.3) THEOREM. For each nondegenerate critical point x,, of V there is an 
ho > 0 such that, for all h with 0 < h -C ho, Eq. (0.2) has a nonzero solution; 
these solutions become more and more “concentrated” about x0 as h + 0. 
The sense in which the solutions are concentrated near x,, will be made 
precise at the end of Section 4, after we complete the proof of the theorem. 
1. RESCALING 
Our first step in solving (0.2) will be to rescale the variable x so that the 
term involving V(x) appears as a small perturbation. For convenience, we 
shall assume that the nondegenerate minimum point of interest lies at the 
origin. If we introduce a new variable y = x/t? and define the function u by 
u(y) = v(fiy), then u satisfies the equation 
-&4”+(vh- v(o))u-~“u-u3=o (1.1) 
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where the dilated potential Vh is defined by Vh()j) = V(~JJ), and 
;1= E - V(0). Note that Vh - V(0) approaches 0 uniformly on compact sets 
as fi + 0. Thus, if we define S,(U) to be the left-hand side of ( 1.1 ), as tt -+ 0 
the operator S, approaches the limit 
So(u)= +4”-Au-u3. (1.2) 
The limiting equation S,(U) = 0 has two l-parameter families of solutions 
which are exponentially decaying at f co. These consist of the translates of 
uo( y) = a sech(cly) (1.3) 
and its negative, where c1= ( -2A)‘12. It is known (see, for example, [6]) 
that these families are nondegenerate in the sense that the linearized 
operator 
S;( uo) = - $d2/dy2 - 1” - 32.4; (1.4) 
has a l-dimensional kernel spanned by the function ub (which is tangent to 
the l-parameter family at uO). 
2. REDUCTION TO FINITE DIMENSIONS: LINEAR ANALYSIS 
We shall consider the operator S, as a mapping into L = L2(R, R) with 
norm 11 II2 from the Sobolev space H = H*(R, R) with norm llfllH = 
IJf”l12 + Ilfl12. Then we have 
(2.1) LEMMA. The function S, is smooth for any k > 0 with FrCchet 
derivative 
S;(u) = -+(d2/dy2) + (V,, - V(0) - R) - 3~‘. 
Proof The function spaces L and H have been chosen just so that the 
linear part of S, would be continous. For the smoothness of the nonlinear 
part, we use the fact that H is continuously embedded in L6(R, R). 
We now apply the Liapunov-Schmidt method of finite-dimensional 
reduction. As “trial solutions” of the equation S,(U) = 0 (1.1) we take the 
translates of the solution u0 of So(u) = 0; a convenient parametrization of 
these translates is given by defining, for every z in R and fi > 0, 
uz,,(Y)=% Y-i 
( > 
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For each z and fi, we will find a better trial solution by adding to u=,~ a 
correction term dr,h chosen with the aim of solving Eq. (1.1). To this end 
we apply Taylor’s expansion 
where 
N,,(4) = 39/$* + d3. 
We would like to invert Sh(uZ,,) to obtain a fixed point equation for 4 by 
setting the expression in (2.2) to zero, but this operator may have a kernel 
near the kernel Kz,h of So, which is spanned by u;,~. Hence we will 
solve our equation modulo K2,h, for #Z,h in the L2 orthogonal complement 
K-t* n H of Kz.h in H. Denoting by rr&: h : L -+ K&t* the orthogonal projection, 
we define 
Using the fact that S, is near S, for !I sufficiently small, we will now prove: 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. There exist positive real numbers y’, CI, h, so that for 
/z/ <c1,, O<h<h,, and+ in K;:hnH, 
Proof. We use an indirect method borrowed from [2] and [13]. 
Assume that the assertion of the proposition is wrong. Then there exists a 
sequence (zi, fii) converging to zero in R x R + and a sequence 4, with 4, in 
KA,jlt n H for each i such that 
ll4ill” = 1 (2.4) 
and 
IILz,.h,d,ll2 + 0 as i+co. (2.5) 
Consider the sequence 
(2.6) 
in H. Since /$,/1 u = //b,1/H = 1 for all i, we may assume (by passing to a 
subsequence) that the I++; converge weakly to some r+Gm in H. It is easy to 
check that each ll/i is L*-orthogonal to the function ub, from which it 
follows that the same is true for the weak limit I+II %. 
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We will show that IJ, is annihilated by the operator L, = SO(uO), which 
will imply that II/, = 0. To this end, we define the linear operators 
Li=7$[-f(d*/dy2)+ v;-E-324 (2.7) 
where 
vi(v)= v,, I;+; = v(fiiy+zi) ( ,> 
and ret is the orthogonal projection onto the complement of ker L, in L. 
Obviously we have 
tLi+iNY) = tL:,,/i,4i) .Y +; . 
( ,> 
(2.8) 
Now consider any bounded interval Q c R. Defining IlfI12;n = 
jn If(x)/’ dx, we have 
II~o~;ll*;n= Ile&ll2$2 
= llCLi-x~(vi- v(o))l +ill2$2 
d IILilc/iI12 + (FEa; I vi(Y)- VO)l )ll~ill*~ 
Hence limi, o. llLO$ill 2;R = 0 for each bounded interval Sz. The weak con- 
vergence of $ i to $ o. in H implies weak convergence of L,Icli to L, + o. in L 
and hence weak convergence of the restrictions to 52. Since we just saw that 
the restriction of L,ll/i to Q converges in norm to 0, we conclude that the 
restriction of +, to each bounded Q is 0; thus I,,$, = 0. Since $, is 
orthogonal to the kernel of L,, it follows that II/, = 0. 
Now the boundedness of the sequence $i in H implies boundedness in 
the HZ sense of their restrictions to each bounded interval D and, hence, by 
Rellich’s lemma, convergence of a subsequence on s2 in the L* sense. But 
the limit of each such subsequence must equal its limit, which is 0, and so 
the restriction of J/i to Q converges to 0 in the L* norm. Since the function 
3~: decays at infinity, it follows that 3~4ill/~+O in L. Combining this with 
(2.8), (2.7), and (2.5), we find that 
lim I17$Bi$iJ2 = 0 
,-cc 
where Bi = - &(d*/dy*) + ( Vi - E). On the other hand, we observe that Bi is 
strictly positive definite, so by (2.4) and (2.6) there is a positive number y 
such that 
IIBill/ill2 2 Y for all i. (2.9) 
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It follows that B,tii approaches in direction the function ub; i. e., 
lim 1 I(4k Bi$i)*llll”bll* II~$ll 1 = 1. (2.10) i-rcc 
Now by the self-adjointness of Bi we have (dropping the subscript from the 
L* inner products) 
(4, Bi$i) = (Wd,>. (2.11) 
Since ub is annihilated by &(u,,), we have B,ub = [ Vi - V(0) + 341 I&, so 
by (2.11) 
Cub, BirC/i) = ([vi- v(O)1 ubll/i> + (3ngub$,). (2.12) 
We are now ready to derive the contradiction which will conclude the 
proof of our proposition. The first term on the right-hand side of (2.12) 
goes to 0 as i + cc because [ Vi - V(O)] ub goes to 0 uniformly on R and 
11$,J2 is bounded; the second term goes to 0 because +, converges weakly 
to 0. But the convergence to 0 of (ub, B;$;) is contradictory to (2.10) and 
(2.9), so the proposition is proven. 1 
3. REDUCTION TO FINITE DIMENSIONS: NONLINEAR ANALYSIS 
In this section we will find, for each z and fi sufficiently small, an element 
#z,h in Khth such that 
+MG,A + 4z.h) = 0. (3.1) 
If we use the expansion (2.2), abbreviating ~c~?~S~(U,,~) by SAtfi and ~c~<~N=,~ 
by N-th, then (3.1) is equivalent to the condition that c$=,* be a fixed point of 
the mapping Fz,r, on H defined by 
We will show that Fz,& is a contraction on a suitably small neighborhood of 
0. Proposition (2.3) gives us a bound y-l for the operator norm of L;;,l ; we 
still need estimates for the nonlinear map N-$ and the “error term” S.$. 
(3.2) LEMMA. There exist positive constants C, 6 independent of z and fi 
such that for all q5 and 4’ in H with 11411 H < 6 and 114’11 H < 6: 
IINvi(4)ll* G ClldlltI (3.3) 
and 
IIN-,h(~‘)-N-.h(~)l12~ Cmax(l1411H~ lMllH) IW-4’11~. (3.4) 
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Proof: The estimate (3.3) follows from the continuous embedding 
H -+ L4 n L6 and Holder’s inequality. To obtain (3.4), note that 
N,*(&) - N,,,(4) = 3%(d’ + 4)(4’ - 4) + w* + 4’4 + d#w - 4) 
and apply Holder’s inequality again. 1 
In the next lemma, we use the notation WC,,(z) to denote the maximum 
of the function W on the closed interval B, of radius r about z. 
(3.5) LEMMA. There exist positive constants K and p such that for every 
P>O, 
Il&(~+)ll~ G KCeepP + (v- W)&&)l. (3.6) 
In particular, IISh(uz,h)l12 -+ 0 as (z, fi) -+ 0. 
Proof. We have 
llW~,.,,ll:=~R [V,(Y)- W)l’uf,,A~)dy 
= s Bp CUz+fi~iy)- WV1’4W~ 
+ y,ao8” I v(x) - W)l* JR\R U;(Y) dy 
P 
G (V- w)):,,,(z)ll%Ill: 
+ KeCFp ~JI; I V(x)l*. 
(The last inequality used the exponential decay of u,,.) This establishes 
(3.6), and the second assertion of the lemma is proven by the replacement 
p = tt ~ I’*, for example. 1 
Preparations are now complete for us to apply a contraction argument. 
(3.7) PROPOSITION. There exist positive constants D, Q, ho so that for 
every z and k with IzJ < CI~ and 0 <h < t’&, there is a unique element 4z,h in 
H n K,t such that 
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and 
Il~z,hlIHb~ll~h~~Z,*~ll2~ (3.8) 
In uiew of Lemma (3.5), Il~$~,~l/~ + 0 as (2, fi) + (0, 0). 
Proof: Let y, c(, , fi,, C, 6 be the constants from Proposition (2.3) and 
Lemma (3.2) respectively, and define E = min(y/2C, 6). By Lemma (3.5), we 
may choose h, d PI, and c(~ d ~1, small enough so that 11 SA$ z < $8~. We will 
show that, with IzI <Q and 0 <ti <iiO, Fz,* maps the ball B,i g B,(O) n 
K*$, 2 H continuously into itself. If 4 is in B,i, then Fz,h(cj) is in K-th and 
2 (wfll:, + lI~,t*)ll2) 
Y 
CE2 1 1 1 1 
<---+- -&Y G-&+--E=& 
Y Y ( 2 > 2 2 
so FzJqb) is in B,I as well. 
Moreover, F:::,* is contracting since, for $ and 4’ in B:, we have 
IIFA4) - F;,R(~‘)IIH = lIL$‘W:M - ~;Jd’)N2 
G$& Ib#-d’lIH$; lld-9’11”. 
Thus the sequence (Fz,h)k(0) converges to a limit ++J;,~. From the estimate 
IIFz,D)-OIIH= II~;r,‘~~~~II~~<Y’II~~~~;,~~l12 
and the fact that Fz,h is +-contracting, we conclude that 
Il4z,hll G m&(%l)ll 
with D=2/y. [ 
4. THE REDUCED PROBLEM 
In this section, we will complete the proof of our main result, 
Theorem (0.3). Let IQ and h, be the constants from Proposition (3.7), and 
suppose that /i <fi,. We project onto the kernel Kz,h to define a reduced 
function sh: ( -cI~, CI,,) + R by 
Gz(z) = (WKMK,, + 4z,d, US,*). (4.1) 
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The factor l/fi included in (4.1) assures that the behavior of sh near the 
origin resembles for small fi the force field of the potential V. To be more 
precise, consider the linear function 
q)(z) = -#4011: V(0) 2 (4.2) 
together with the family of functions v,, defined on the interval [ - 1, l] by 
vh(Z)=h-VS&YZ) (4.3) 
where v is a fixed number chosen so that 1 < v < 2, and fi < min(&, IX;‘“). 
Then we have: 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. The functions vh converge uniformly to vO on 
c-1, 11. 
Before proving this proposition, let us see how Theorem (0.3) follows. 
Since by assumption V”(0) #O, (4.2) shows that v0 takes nonzero values 
with opposite signs at - 1 and + 1. By Proposition (4.4), the same is true 
of vh for fi sufficiently small, so that vA must have a zero in (- 1, 1) for all 
such h. But such a zero corresponds, by (4.1) and (4.3), to a z in the inter- 
val (-fi’, h”) for which S,(u,, + cJ;,~) is orthogonal to K,.+,. Since #Z,n was 
chosen just so that S,(u,, + dZ,h) belongs to K_,h, it follows that 
SJU=.~ + d.-.{?) = 0, so the theorem is proven. 
Proof qf Proposition (4.4). The expansion (2.2) gives 
fish(z) = <4.,,3 S,,(u;,, + &,I) > 
= (4./I> &(U,.h)) + (4,,, xl(%) d;,*) + <4,/u Nz,h(4;.h)) 
=e,+e*+e, 
Since S,(u,,,?) = 0, the first term can be transformed as follows: 
el = (4.hT (& - &J(u,,d) 
= (4.h (VA- W)) K,*) 
= -<%I? 1/;1%,/2-(%*, (VA- W))4,h)? 
so 
e, = -f (u :,fi9 G%,> 
= -f G(Y)lw3(Y--/fi)12 dY r d 
= -g v’(z+hy) lu,(y)12dy I 
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and so 
e,p - u’)(z) = f 1 [v”(O) z- v’(z+~Y)ll~o(Y)12)4 
=t Cv”(O)(z+G- ~(z+~YY)llkdY)12)& s 
(since u0 is even) 
<Cl lz+h42 MY)124 s 
< C,[(lzl + phJ2 + e-““)l for any p > 0. 
For the last inequality we used the method of Lemma (3.5) i. e., breaking 
the integral into the parts inside and outside an interval of radius p. 
Next, by (3.3) and (3.8) we have 
I4 d c#,,hll” 1 2 < GlI%dK,,)ll:. 
Since &(u,,,) u:,~ = ( Vh - V(0)) ~1,~ and the operator SA(u;,,) is self adjoint, 
we have 
le21 = <(vh- WI) uLh, 4z.h) d C,Il(V,,- V(O)) 4112 Il&(~,,)ll,. (4.5) 
Once again, the factor ( V, - V(0)) u:,~ can be estimated in the same way in 
which we estimated S,(u,.,) in Lemma (3.5). Together with that lemma, 
(4.5) yields 
Therefore, 
k2 + e3l G GCep”” + (V- V(O))&,Jz)l. 
[u*(z) - o,(z)1 = Ih -yS#i”Z) - u(J(ii”z))l 
<F’{ C2(fz”lzl + PA)2 + eepp) + C,(fl”lzl + pfi)” + eppP]}. 
Choosing p = V3 with E > 0, and recalling that IzI d 1, we have 
~U~(Z)-uVg(Z)~~C*k~“(~~+rZ’--)2+C~~~(’+”)(~~+~’~~)4 
+ C,W” exp( --PA-“). 
Since we assumed that v < 2, we can choose E small enough so that all 
terms go to zero as fi + 0, so the proposition is proven. [ 
(4.6) Remarks. We can now state more precisely the sense in which the 
solutions u which we have found for Eq. (0.2) are concentrated near the 
critical point x,, of V. We assume for convenience that x0 = 0. Recall that 
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we made in Section 1 the resealing u(y) = u(@) and have been working 
with u rather than u since then. The solutions which we have found to the 
transformed equation (1.1) are of the form u=,* + +6;,*, where u,Jy) = 
d~--z/~), -h”<z<h”, and I14z,hllH + 0 as (z, fi) -+ (0,O). Thus u+ + dZ,h 
is close to u0 translated by an amount less that fi”- ‘, and u(x) = 
Q((X -z)/#i) + d,Jx/h) is close to a “contracted” and slightly translated 
version of uO. 
It is possible to improve Proposition (4.4) by showing that the 
functions uh converge to u,, in the C’ sense. This implies that, for small h, 
the choice of z in the interval (K”, !i”) is unique. 
5. GENERALIZATIONS AND DISCUSSION 
Most of the work in this paper extends in a straightforward way from 1 
to n space dimensions and to more general nonlinearities compatible with 
the number of dimensions, as long as one has a suitable ground state u,, for 
the nonlinear equation without potential. (In the final step of the proof of 
Theorem (0.3), following the statement of Proposition (4.4), the change of 
sign argument is replaced by one involving the degree of a zero of a vector 
field.) The crucial property of u0 is its nondegeneracy; i. e., the kernel of the 
linearized operator SO(uO) should be spanned by the components of the 
gradient VU,. This property has been established for certain nonlinearities 
in the cases n = 1 and n = 3. (See the discussion in [ 151.) A more desirable 
property yet is the orbital stability of uO. This stability has been shown by 
Cazenave and Lions [3] and M. Weinstein [ 151, modulo the hypothesis of 
nondegeneracy, for a large class of nonlinearities including those of the 
form [$I ‘Ot+5 for cr < 2/n. 
Another possible extension of our results is to remove the assumption 
that the potential V be bounded from above. As we stated in the Introduc- 
tion, this can be accomplished at the mere expense of complicating the 
proofs by the judicious insertion of cutoff functions. Large positive growth 
of V would simply accelerate the decay of solutions, rendering the non- 
linear terms less important outside a compact set. 
Cutoff functions are also essential for another generalization, namely the 
extension of our results from R” to riemannian manifolds, both compact 
and noncompact. In this case, as fi -+ 0, the metric is resealed so as to look 
more and more euclidean, and the euclidean ground state ZQ, is “trans- 
planted” into the manifold from the tangent space with the aid of a cutoff 
function and the exponential map. We hope to study this situation in more 
detail at some time in the future. 
Finally, there is the question of dynamics. In this paper, we have been 
dealing only with standing waves, but it seems reasonable to expect in 
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addition traveling waves which approximate the trajectories of point par- 
ticles. The situation here seems to resemble that of motion under the 
influence of a strong constraining force [4, 8, 111, in that the evolution of a 
small wave packet may be decomposed into small rapid oscillations of its 
shape combined with a limiting motion of its “center”; it remains to be seen 
whether the shape oscillations will produce a “ponderomotive” potential in 
addition to V. We hope to investigate these dynamical questions, including 
the stability problem for the standing waves, in future work involving the 
hamiltonian nature of the nonlinear Schriidinger equation. 
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